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Raman characterization of strain and composition in small-sized self-assembled SiÕGe dots

P. H. Tan,* K. Brunner,† D. Bougeard, and G. Abstreiter
Walter Schottky Institut, Technische Universita¨t München, D-85748 Garching, Germany

~Received 5 February 2003; revised manuscript received 4 June 2003; published 4 September 2003!

A detailed Raman characterization of the structural properties of as-grown and annealed self-assembled
Si/Ge dot multilayers is reported in this paper. Several new modes in as-grown or annealed Si/Ge dots and a
frequency splitting of 4.2 cm21 between the longitudinal~LO! and transversal optical~TO! Ge-Ge modes in
as-grown Si/Ge dots are observed in Raman spectra. An average Ge content of 0.8 and lateral strain of
23.4% are consistently obtained from these spectral features for as-grown Si/Ge dots with a lateral size of
about 20 nm and a height of about 2 nm. It suggests that a certain amount of intermixing between Si spacer
layers and Si/Ge dots takes place for the Si/Ge dot multilayers. The annealing behavior of the Ge-Si mode in
Si/Ge dots indicates that the observed sharp Ge-Si mode is a Ge-Si alloy mode within the core regions of Si/Ge
dots, rather than a Ge-Si interface mode in the interface regions of dots. The phonon strain-shift coefficients of
the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si modes are determined for the small-sized Si/Ge dots with a high Ge content under a
biaxial strain condition. The results show that the LO-TO frequency splitting of the Ge-Ge mode and the
frequencies of the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si modes can be used as an efficient way to determine the average strain and
composition in uncorrelated small-sized Si/Ge dot multilayers in which the mean strain field is close to the
biaxial case.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.125302 PACS number~s!: 63.22.1m, 78.67.2n, 68.35.Fx, 68.65.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

To determine the strain and composition in strain-induc
self-assembled Si/Ge dots is one of the most important is
in heteroepitaxial Si/Ge systems because the strain and c
position distribution in Si/Ge dots is closely related to th
optical and electronic properties.1 In order to meet the de
mand of various classes of electronic and photonic devi
small-sized Si/Ge dots are produced by self-assembly du
molecular beam epitaxy.1–3 Self-assembled small-sized do
with a height of less than 3 nm usually have a high
composition because these dots are grown at a low subs
temperature.1,3 Recently, several models were used to cal
late the strain distribution inside and around small-siz
Si/Ge dots.4–6 The lateral strain«xx is found to be large
inside Si/Ge dots. The frequencies of optical modes in na
structures are determined by the confinement effect, str
and composition in Si/Ge nanostructures. Therefore, the
man scattering of optical modes is expected to be very us
to characterize Ge/Si nanostructures.1,2,7–10However, there is
little work to quantitatively analyze the strain and compo
tion in small-sized Si/Ge dots due to the lack of values of
phonon strain-shift coefficients for the optical modes in h
Ge-content Si/Ge nanostructures. In this work, in order
increase the Raman signals of Si/Ge dots and to avoid
vertical correlation of Si/Ge dots, 80 periods of Si/Ge d
layers separated by 25.0-nm Si layers are grown in a s
source molecular-beam epitaxy system.1 Annealing is ap-
plied to the dot multilayer to obtain various Ge compositio
in Si/Ge dots. It is found that the strain relaxation in Ge-ri
regions of Si/Ge dot layers mainly results from the Si/
intermixing and that the variation of Si content and strain
the core regions of the as-grown and annealed dots is sm
The optical phonon frequencies and the observed LO-
splitting of the Ge-Ge mode in small-sized Si/Ge dots can
understood based on a biaxial strain model, and the pho
0163-1829/2003/68~12!/125302~6!/$20.00 68 1253
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strain-shift coefficients of the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si modes
obtained for Si/Ge dots with a high Ge content.

II. EXPERIMENT

The Si/Ge dot sample was grown in a solid sour
molecular-beam epitaxy system on~001!-oriented Si sub-
strate. A Si buffer layer with a thickness of 150 nm w
deposited on the substrate, followed by 80 periods of 8-
~monolayers! Ge layers separated by 25-nm Si layers an
100-nm Si cap layer. A second 80-period sample in wh
each 8-ML Ge was replaced by just 4-ML Ge was grown
a reference structure containing no islands but only wett
layers~WL!. The growth of Si/Ge dots was carried out at
substrate temperature of 510 °C. An atomic force micr
copy image of a reference structure shown in the inset of F
1 reveals that the lateral size is about 20 nm, the heigh
about 2 nm, and the sheet density of Si/Ge dots is ab
1.531011 cm22. Si/Ge dots are not vertically correlated a
the spacer layers are thicker than 14 nm.1 Raman measure
ments are carried out in backscattering geometry with a sp
tral resolution of 3.8 cm21 using a triple Raman spectrom
eter equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Si charg
coupled device camera. The 514.5-nm line of an argon
laser focused to a spot size of about 1mm has been used fo
excitation with a laser power of 1 mW. The labelsx, y, z, x8,
and y8 used in the polarized Raman measurements refe
directions parallel to the@1 0 0#, @0 1 0#, @0 0 1#, @1 21 0#,
and@1 1 0#, respectively. The Raman spectrum of pure Si h
been subtracted from the spectra of Si/Ge dots in the up
part of Fig. 1 and in Fig. 3.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the Raman spectra of the Si/Ge
multilayer sample, the WL reference sample,~001! Si and
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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~001! Ge substrates. In the bottom part of Fig. 1, the inte
sities of the Si longitudinal optical~LO! peak of a Si sub-
strate and the WL reference sample are normalized to tha
the Si/Ge dot sample. It is obvious that some spectral
tures in the Raman spectrum of Si/Ge dots and the WL
erence samples are related to the Si layers,11 such as the
peaks at 225, 435, and 620 cm21, which originate from the
two-phonon scattering of 2TA(L), 2TA(S), and a combina-
tion of optical and acoustic phonons in theS direction,
respectively.12 The frequency (;301 cm21) of the 2TA(X)
overtone in Si substrate is also close to that of the first-or
optical-mode in Ge bulk and Si/Ge dots. The much hig
intensity and different frequency of the Raman line at ab
307 cm21 in Si/Ge dots, however, clearly indicate its Ge-G
optical-mode nature. In contrary, for the 4-ML WL referen
sample no clear Raman modes related to the wetting la
can be distinguished from the Raman spectrum of the
substrate in the bottom part of Fig. 1. In order to get
intrinsic Raman spectra of Si/Ge dots and Ge WL, the sp
trum of pure Si has been subtracted from the measured s
tra. The remnant Raman spectrum for Si/Ge dots is show
the upper part of Fig. 1 whereas no clear spectral features
obtained in the remnant Ge WL spectrum. For the Ram
peaks of the dot sample above 200 cm21, three peaks are
identified: Ge-Ge mode (307.5 cm21), Si-Ge mode
(421.5 cm21), and second-order Ge-Ge mode (595 cm21).
According to the experimental results of the 2TA mode

FIG. 1. Bottom: Raman spectra of a Si/Ge dot sample~solid
lines!, c-Si ~dashed lines!, and Ge WL reference sample~dash-
dotted lines!. Top: spectrum of Si/Ge dots with that of pure
subtracted~solid line! and ofc-Ge~dotted line!. The inset shows the
atomic force microscopy image (4003400 nm2) of a reference
Si/Ge dot sample.
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SiGe alloys,13,14the broad peak at;170 cm21 is assigned to
Raman scattering from 2TA phonons in Si/Ge dots.

Regarding the high area density and the size of Ge d
we estimate that about 60% of the surface is covered by
~compare the inset of Fig. 1!. For a Ge wetting layer width of
4 ML between dots, 80% of the Ge material is within th
dots. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the Raman spectrum of
reference sample is very similar to that of the Si substra
except a small signal at 409 cm21 from Si-Ge phonons in the
Ge WL. Considering that the amount of Ge in WL referen
sample is about 2.5 times as much as that in the WL regi
of the dot sample, the Raman signal contributed from the
in Si/Ge dot sample can be ignored. As a consequence
Ge related Raman modes in Raman spectrum of the S
dot sample mainly originate from dots rather than from ti
wetting layer regions. This result can be further confirmed
our resonant Raman measurement and theoretical calc
tion, which show that the photon energy of 2.41 eV is clo
to the direct band gapE0 of the studied Ge quantum dots an
the Ge-Ge phonons in Si/Ge dots are resonantly enhance
a 514.5-nm laser, whereas the Raman signal from Ge we
layer is not enhanced in this case.15

The observed Ge-Ge mode in Si/Ge dot sample has a p
width of ;15 cm21, which is typical for the Ge-Ge mode in
Si/Ge superlattices and SiGe alloys.16 It indicates that the
variation in strain between different dot layers and within t
dots is small. For fully strained biaxial bulk Ge, the calc
lated frequency of Ge-Ge phonons can reach up
319 cm21. The much lower frequency observed in the d
sample suggests that the strain in Si/Ge dots is partially
laxed and/or the Si/Ge dots contain a certain quantity of
The intensity and frequency of the second-order Ge-Ge m
depend on the Ge composition in SiGe alloys.14 The obser-
vation of a rather strong, well-defined second-order Ge-
mode at 595 cm21 in the Raman spectra of the Si/Ge d
sample ~see Fig. 1! indicates that the Si/Ge dots in th
sample have a high Ge content. Previous works show tha
frequency of the 2TA mode in unstrained SiGe allo
changes with the Ge contentxGe from 160 cm21 (xGe
51.0) to 300 cm21 (xGe50).13,14 Theoretical calculations
show that the frequency of the TA phonons inc-Ge slightly
decreases with compressive strain.17 Considering the strain-
induced frequency decrease, the frequency of the obse
2TA mode is about 180 cm21 in the unstrained case, whic
corresponds to a SiGe alloy with a Ge contentxGe of 0.8.13,14

The Ge contentxGe in Si/Ge dots ranges from about 0.5
1.0 for substrate temperatures of about 700 down
500 °C.18 The interdiffusion between Si/Ge dots and capi
layer is dependent on the overgrowth temperature and a c
plete suppression of Ge/Si intermixing was found for a c
ping temperature of about 300 °C.19 From the Raman mea
surement, we clearly show that a certain amount
interdiffusion between Si spacer layers and Si/Ge dots ta
place during growth. The amount of 20% Si in Si/Ge do
mainly result from the significant Si-Ge intermixing at
growth temperature of 510 °C.

After subtraction of the signal of pure Si, the remna
spectrum shows several weak features at 440, 468, 482,
501 cm21. The peaks at 440, 468, and 482 cm21 are attrib-
2-2
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uted to the localized Si-Si vibration in the neighborhood
one or more Ge atoms.20 The localized Si-Si mode (Si-Siloc)
at 440 cm21 can be clearly distinguished from the 2TA(S)
mode of pure Si located at 435 cm21. A strong Si-Siloc mode
at ;430 cm21 is typical for Si-rich SiGe alloys.20 The weak
intensity of the Si-Siloc mode relative to that of the Ge-G
mode suggests that there is a low Si content in Si/Ge d
The frequencies of the observed three localized Si-Si pe
440, 468, and 482 cm21 are 15, 26, and 25 cm21 higher than
those in relaxed Si0.2Ge0.8 alloys,20 respectively. The Si-S
alloy mode at 501 cm21 in Fig. 1 is about 36 cm21 higher
than the frequency of the Si-Si mode in relaxed Si0.2Ge0.8
alloys. Its weak intensity suggests that this peak is not fr
the Si-rich regions around Si/Ge dots, but from the Ge-r
regions within Si/Ge dots. The considerable compress
strain in Si/Ge dots is believed to increase the frequencie
the localized Si-Si vibrations and optical Si-Si phonons
Si/Ge dots relative to relaxed SiGe alloys. The strain-indu
frequency shift of an optical mode is proportional to t
biaxial strain«xx in the ~001! plane,Dv5b«xx , whereb is
the phonon strain-shift coefficient of SiGe alloys. For t
Si-Si mode,bSi-Si5-1050 cm21 when xGe50.8.21 Thus, an
average strain of23.4% is obtained for the Ge-rich region
in Si/Ge dots from the frequency shift of the Si-Si mode.

In order to further confirm the contributions of strain a
composition on the optical modes in as-grown Si/Ge do
we selectively probe the longitudinal and transverse polar
tions using different geometries. Figure 2 shows the po

FIG. 2. Polarization dependence of Raman spectra of Si/Ge
sample measured at the~001! plane ~top! and the polished~110!
plane~bottom!. Two dashed lines are used to guide the eye to sh
the different frequencies of LO and TO modes.
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ized Raman spectra of the Si/Ge dot multilayers measure
backscattering from the~001! surface and the polished~110!
plane. According to the selection rules for Raman scatter
in bulk Si and Si/Ge superlattices,16 the LO phonons are
Raman active inz(x8,x8) z̄ configuration but all Raman
modes are forbidden inz(x8,y8) z̄ configuration. The LO and
transversal optical~TO! phonons@with respect to~001! con-
ventional backscattering# can be observed iny8(x8,x8) ȳ8

and y8(x8,z) ȳ8 geometries, respectively. As seen from F
2, the Raman selection rules in small-sized Si/Ge dots
similar to that in bulk Si and Si/Ge superlattices.16 There
exists an obvious frequency splitting of 4.2 cm21 between
the LO and TO Ge-Ge phonon modes in Si/Ge dots m
sured at the~110! plane, which is a consequence of anis
tropic strain in Si/Ge dots induced by Si substrate and spa
layers. To a first-order approximation, we only consider
biaxial strain like in a Si/Ge layer structure. The frequen
splitting between LO and TO phonon modes induced b
biaxial strain in Si/Ge dots can be written as22

dvsplit5
1

2v0

2C121C11

C11
~q2p!«xx , ~1!

whereC12 andC11 are the stiffness coefficients,p andq are
deformation potentials of the optical phonons in Ge, andv0
is the optical phonon frequency in bulk SiGe alloy. Using t
parameters listed in Table I of Ref. 22, the average strain
Si/Ge dots obtained from the observed LO-TO frequen
splitting is 23.5%. This value corresponds to a frequen
shift by strain of 14.5 cm21 for the LO phonon mode in
Si/Ge dots. The frequency shift of the optical phonons
dots with respect to its bulk value (300.8 cm21) can be un-
derstood regarding three contributions: strain and comp
tion in Si/Ge dots and the confinement effect of optic
modes. For a Si/Ge dot with a thickness of 2 nm, t
confinement-induced phonon frequency shift for the Ge-
mode is about21 cm21.2 We get that the frequency shif
Dv of the Ge-Ge mode due to Si presence in Si/Ge dot
about26.2 cm21. Relative to the frequency of the Ge-G
mode inc Ge, that in unstrained Si12xGex alloys decreases
nearly linearly with xGe for large xGe: Dv5237(1
2xGe) cm21.23 Then, a Ge content in Si/Ge dots of 0.82
obtained from the above equation.

Figure 3 shows the Raman spectra of the as-grown S
dot sample and those annealed at 650, 700, and 800 °C
1 h. As the annealing temperature increases, the frequenc
the Ge-Ge mode shifts to lower frequency. This indicates t
more Si diffuses into Si/Ge dots with increasing anneal
temperature. In the low-frequency region, distinct sha
peaks up to 120 cm21 and some weak features up
180 cm21 are observed. These peaks are assigned to
folded longitudinal acoustic~FLA! phonons in Si/Ge dot
multilayer sample. The observation of such high-order F
modes together with their sharp features reveals the for
tion of a high-quality superlattice with sharp interfaces. W
the increase of the annealing temperature, the intensity
FLA phonons decreases and some high-order FLA mo
disappear. This is clear evidence that there exists a signifi
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Si/Ge intermixing during the annealing process. Additiona
the Si-Si peak at;500 cm21 becomes stronger in Rama
spectra of annealed samples. This peak shifts from 505 c21

to 514 cm21 with an almost unchanged linewidth o
8.0 cm21 when the annealing temperature increases fr
650 to 800 °C. With the increase of annealing temperat
the Si content in the interface regions gradually chan
from 1.0 of Si spacers to the value in the core regions
Si/Ge dots. A broadened Si-Si peak with an anneali
temperature-dependent linewidth is expected from these
gions. The observation of a well-defined Si-Si mode with
constant linewidth at different annealing temperatures in
cates that the mode at;500 cm21 is mainly from the core
regions rather than interface regions of Si/Ge dots. The b
shift of the Si-Si peak is a result of the Si/Ge intermixing a
strain relaxation at higher annealing temperature. The nar
width of the Si-Si peak suggests that the variation of Si c
tent and strain in the core regions of Si/Ge dots is very sm
Schoreret al.24 observed a similar behavior in Raman spe
tra of annealed short-period Si/Ge layer superlattice st
tures and deduced a much larger diffusion constant of S
Ge-rich regions than of Ge in Si-rich layers.

The Raman spectrum of the dot sample annealed
800 °C shows typical spectral features of a Si-rich alloy20

The intensities of the Ge-Ge peakI Ge-Geand the Si-Si mode

FIG. 3. Raman scattering of acoustic and optical phonons
as-grown Si/Ge dot sample and those annealed at 650, 700
800 °C for 1 h. Two vertical dotted lines are guides to the eye
show the frequency shift of Ge-Ge and Ge-Si phonons. Arro
show the calculated frequency of the Ge-Si alloy mode. The in
shows the frequency shift of Ge-Ge and Ge-Si phonons in anne
samples relative to the as-grown sample.
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I Si-Si are found to be reliable to determinexGe using the be-
low equation for a 514.5 nm excitation,25

I Ge-Ge

I Si-Si
5

nG11

nS11

vSi-Si

vGe-Ge

xGe
2

~12xGe!
2

, ~2!

where nS and nG are the Bose factors for the Si-Si an
Ge-Ge phonons. At the same time, the frequency of the S
mode in SiGe alloys is strongly dependent on Ge contentxGe
and is linear inxGe. The reported values ofbSi-Si are mostly
in the range of2700 to21050 cm21.13 From the intensity
ratio of the Ge-Ge mode to the Si-Si mode, the average
contents in annealed dots at 650, 700, and 800 °C can
obtained to be 0.57, 0.40, and 0.28, respectively, and ave
strains in annealed dots are obtained as22.3%, 21.6%,
and21.2% from the peak position of the Si-Si mode, wh
bSi-Si52980 cm21 is used for SiGe alloys with a low Ge
composition (xGe,0.6).26 The values of the strain and com
position in Si/Ge dots annealed at 650, 700, and 800 °C
low the relation«xx520.042xGe for pseudomorphic, biax-
ial strained layers. This indicates that strain relaxation in c
regions of small-sized annealed Si/Ge dots is weak.

In addition to the Ge-Ge mode at 307.5 cm21, Raman
spectra of Si/Ge dots show a strong Ge-Si peak
421.5 cm21. The Ge-Si and Ge-Ge modes exhibit very d
ferent behaviors of the frequency shift with annealing te
perature, as shown in the inset to Fig. 3. The peak
421.5 cm21 may be the alloylike mode in Ge-rich regions
a localized interface mode at Si/Ge interface regions of Si
dots. The frequencies of Ge-Si mode in strained SiGe all
can be determined from that of the unstrained SiGe all
and the corresponding strain-induced frequency shift.
unstrained SiGe alloys, the frequency of the Ge-Si mo
shows a cusplike dependence onxGe.13,20 The frequency of
Ge-Si alloy mode in unstrained Si0.2Ge0.8 alloys is about
402 cm21. For the as-grown Si/Ge dot sample, the stra
induced frequency shift of the Ge-Si alloy mode is calcula
to about 19.5 cm21 when the common phonon strain-sh
coefficientbGe-Siof 2575 cm21 is used for the Ge-Si mode.8

This is in excellent agreement with the observed value.
use alsobGe-Si52575 cm21 to calculate the Ge-Si alloy
modes in annealed dot samples after considering the cus
behavior of the Ge-Si peak frequency onxGe. The calculated
frequencies~arrows in Fig. 3! of the Ge-Si alloy mode in
annealed dots at 650, 700, and 800 °C are 420, 416,
411 cm21, respectively, which are very close to the observ
values. Considering the fact that the annealing behavio
the Ge-Si mode in as-grown and annealed dots can be un
stood by the cusplike dependence of the Ge-Si frequency
xGe and the strain-induced frequency shift, the observ
Ge-Si peak is related to the Ge-Si alloy mode in Ge-r
regions of Si/Ge dots and not to a Ge-Si localized interfa
mode in the interface regions around Si/Ge dots. The g
agreement between the calculated and observed freque
of Ge-Si alloy modes indicates that a phonon strain-s
coefficient ofbGe-Si52575 cm21 is reasonable for the Ge-S
alloy mode in Si/Ge dots with highxGe. The small deviation
between calculated and observed frequencies of the G
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mode for dot samples annealed at 700 and 800 °C may re
from the variation ofbGe-Si for SiGe alloys with a low Ge
content.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The strain and composition obtained from the LO-TO f
quency splitting of the Ge-Ge mode are in good agreem
with those from the frequencies of 2TA and Si-Si modes
Si/Ge dots. Based on Vegard’s law, the strain of;23.4% in
Ge-rich regions of Si/Ge dots corresponds to that of pseu
morphic Si0.19Ge0.81 alloys grown on~001! Si substrate. The
almost same Ge composition in such SiGe alloys and Ge-
regions of Si/Ge dots indicates that the elastic or inela
strain relaxation in Ge-rich regions of as-grown Si/Ge d
layers is negligible in Raman spectra but Si/Ge intermix
is important. Moreover, we applied x-ray diffraction to th
as-grown Si/Ge dot sample~not shown here!. The average
vertical strain in one periodic structure is about 0.26% re
tive to the bulk Si lattice parameter. A 10 ML Si0.2Ge0.8 alloy
layer and 25-nm-nominal Si spacer layers give a good fi
the x-ray diffraction~XRD! data, and we get a strain in th
alloy layers of«̄zz55.2%. This vertical strain corresponds
an average lateral strain of23.0% in alloy layers under a
biaxial strain model, which is close to the strain gotten fro
the LO-TO frequency splitting of the Ge-Ge mode. For t
as-grown and annealed small-sized Si/Ge dots, the strai
laxation is found to be small. All the results indicate that t
average strain in as-grown and annealed small-sized S
dots can be well described by a biaxial strain induced by
different lattice parameters between substrate and epita
layer. Using the obtained strain and composition, we
estimate the phonon strain-shift coefficientbGe-Ge for
the Ge-Ge mode in the biaxial case. ForxGe50.80 and 0.57,
we get bGe-Ge52400 cm21 and for xGe50.28, bGe-Ge
52580 cm21, where the frequency of the Ge-Ge mode
unstrained SiGe alloys is taken from Ref. 20. ThebGe-Ge
value of2400 cm21 for xGe.0.55 is very close to the valu
reported for bulk Ge by Cerdeiraet al.27

Besides the intensity ratio of the Ge-Ge and Si-Si mod
that of the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si (I Ge-Si) modes is also used t
determine the Ge content in Ge/Si alloys and nanostruct
by the following equation,23,25,28

I Ge-Ge

I GeSi
5A

xGe

2~12xGe!
, ~3!

where different values~from 1 to 3.2! of A were used to
calculate the Ge content. The frequency shift of Ge-Ge
Si-Si modes and the intensity change of the Si-Si mode w
the annealing temperature indicate that the Ge content
significantly changed in Si/Ge dots due to the Ge/Si int
mixing during the annealing process. The intensity ratio
the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si modes, however, is almost the sam
Si/Ge dot samples annealed at 650, 700, and 800 °C. In
because of the different resonant behavior of the vari
modes in SiGe alloys, the parameterA may change with
alloy composition and the wavelength of the exciting lig
For a fixed wavelength of 457 nm, Eq.~3! cannot give a
12530
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good fit to the Ge content even when Ge composition is i
small range of 0.20–0.40.28 Moreover, the small slope of the
curve Eq.~3! will lead to a large error in determining the G
composition. Therefore, it is not surprising that the intens
ratio of the Ge-Ge and Ge-Si modes cannot give a relia
Ge content value for the annealed Si/Ge dots. However,
relative intensity of the Ge-Ge mode to the Si-Si mode
proportional to@x/(12x)#2. This indicates that the sensitiv
ity to errors in determining the composition from the relati
intensity of these modes is much smaller compared to tha
the Ge-Ge mode to the Ge-Si mode.

When the phonon strain-shift coefficients of the Ge-G
Ge-Si, and Si-Si modes are obtained, the frequencies of th
modes can be used to probe the strain and compositio
Ge~Si! alloys and nanostructures. The frequency shiftDv i of
a Raman mode~i! in strained and unstrained Si/Ge system
is determined by the vertical strain«zz and the lateral strain
«xx .22 Based on a biaxial strain model, the strain-induc
frequency shiftDv i has a simple relationDv i5bi «xx to the
lateral strain«xx . Numerical calculations show that the stra
relaxation in a single flat Si/Ge dot is different in lateral a
vertical directions,4–6 and the stacking of correlated Si/G
dots will significantly enhance strain relaxation.1,5 The dif-
ferent mechanisms of the strain relaxation in correlated Si
dots and large-size Si/Ge dots may result in strain in Si
dots diverging from a biaxial strain model. In this case, t
ratio and contribution of vertical and lateral strain comp
nents in Si/Ge dots directly affect the phonon strain-sh
coefficient of a Raman mode in Si/Ge dots. Thus, differ
sets of phonon strain-shift coefficients of Raman modes
needed to determine the average strain and compositio
correlated Si/Ge dot multilayers and large-sized Si/Ge do

The values of Ge content and strain«xx deduced from
Raman spectra are very valuable for understanding impor
properties of Si/Ge dot structures, such as the effective b
gap and band offsets. A photoluminescence transition en
of 0.74 eV observed in the studied sample at low tempe
ture, for example, can be understood only by taking in
account a quantum confinement energy of hole states wi
the small-sized quantum dots of about 170 meV. The co
plex local strain fields surrounding the dots that are cau
by elastic strain relaxation appear to affect the average
properties not significantly. The detailed quantum lev
scheme, however, will be influenced by the local profiles
Ge content and strain of individual Si/Ge dot. For Ram
studies of dot layer samples, such local profiles, Si/Ge in
face regions as well as segregated Ge within Si spacer la
may contribute just to phonon line broadening that canno
resolved.

Here, we have shown that three methods can be use
get the strain and composition in uncorrelated small-si
Si/Ge dots. The first one is detecting the frequency of 2
mode and the frequency of the Si-Si alloy mode in Si/
dots if they can be observed in Raman spectra. The sec
one is measuring the intensity ratio of the Ge-Ge and S
modes and the frequency of the Si-Si alloy mode. The
one is determining the frequency and the LO-TO frequen
splitting of the Ge-Ge mode. If one can observe the 2TA a
Si-Si alloy modes in Si/Ge dots, it is very useful to use t
2-5
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two modes to get the strain and composition. For a Si/Ge
multilayer structure, the LO-TO frequency splitting of th
Ge-Ge mode can further provide the information of the str
components along the lateral and vertical directions if the
composition in Si/Ge dots is aforehand determined. If
relaxation of the average strain in Si/Ge dots does not fol
the biaxial model, the Ge content obtained from the f
quency and the LO-TO frequency splitting of the Ge-G
mode under a biaxial model will be larger than the origin
value. For example, for about 8% lateral and 20% verti
relaxation representing a typical local maximum in Si/G
dots,1,5 we calculatexGe50.87 compared to the origina
value of 0.82 if the biaxial case is assumed in the calculat
If the Si/Ge dot multilayers are not thick enough to obse
the LO-TO frequency splitting of optical modes by micr
Raman measurements at a polished facet, the results s
that within the biaxial model, the Ge content and strain
Si/Ge dots with a high Ge content can be obtained from
frequency of Ge-Ge and Ge-Si modes after considering
phonon strain-shift coefficients ofbGe-Ge52400 cm21 and
bGe-Si52575 cm21 and the cusplike behavior of Ge-Si allo
mode in unstrained SiGe alloys.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Raman scattering of the optical phonon modes in
grown and annealed spatially uncorrelated Si/Ge dot mu
layers is reported in detail. A second-order transversal ac
tic ~TA! mode at;170 cm21 and a second-order optica
Ge-Ge mode at;595 cm21 are observed. A frequency spli
ting of 4.2 cm21 between the LO and TO Ge-Ge peaks
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